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1.

INT. 1 BEDROOM APARTMENT - 5AM
ONE eats a bowl of cereal quietly in the small eating
nook of the equally small kitchen. TWO steps slowly from
the darkened living room into the dim light of the
kitchen.
Hi, baby.
Morning.

TWO
ONE

TWO looks out the window at the dark streets.
TWO
If you say so.
ONE
You should sleep more.
TWO
From your mouth to God's ear.
ONE
What does that mean?
TWO
I don't know. I think it means I wish.
ONE
You feel okay?
TWO
(smiles)
It's hard to sleep without you next to
me.
ONE wraps an arm around TWO's waist, pulling them close.
ONE
It's hard to sleep with you next to me.
TWO
You'd think you'd be tired of this by
now.
ONE
I still like milk. And I still like this.
TWO pushes themselves free.
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2.

TWO
Yeah, and I've told you, you need to
switch to the almond milk.
ONE
You show me the tits on an almond and
I'll start drinking its milk.
TWO
You're disgusting.
ONE
Besides, that stuff is expensive.
TWO
Not everything is about money.
ONE
Unless you don't have it.
TWO looks into the bowl.
TWO
And why are you still eating that stuff?
I told you it's got too much sugar.
ONE
Fine. Fine. But I'm not going to throw
out what we've already bought.
TWO
What you already bought. When I wasn't
with you.
ONE
Tomato, potato.
TWO looks long at ONE, smiles.
TWO
You're ridiculous.
ONE glances past TWO at the clock on the wall.
ONE
Oh shit - I'm gonna be late!
ONE quickly rises and puts the cereal bowl in the sink runs water into it.
TWO
Honey - I'll get that.
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Thanks.

3.
ONE

ONE turns and moves to exit the kitchen. TWO stops ONE at
the kitchen door.
TWO
You promise you'll leave if you don't
feel right?
ONE looks at TWO.
Promise.
Okay. Okay.

TWO (CONT’D)
ONE

ONE starts to move past TWO.
ONE (CONT’D)
Geesh. How many bosses do I have?
INT. BUS - IN TRANSIT - EARLY MORNING
The pre-dawn light casts the streets in an eerie glow.
ONE stares out the bus window in a sleep deprived trance.
A CHIRP sounds from his pocket. He pulls out his cheap
burner phone, its screen distorted beneath a spider web
crack. A text message appears on the screen.
Message:

Love you. Bed is cold.

ONE hesitates a beat then replies:

Love you too.

ONE taps an icon and launches a web browser app. Typing
brings up an e-newspaper. Scrolling down the screen ONE
pauses at a link titled "Gas Leak Day 95 - AQMD Sues".
ONE hesitates then scrolls further down and stops at a
link titled "FBI Surrounds Armed Protesters". ONE clicks
the link and starts reading the article.
The bus suddenly lurches to a stop as the driver BLARES
the horn. ONE looks up to see a HOMELESS MAN waddling in
front of the bus oblivious to his circumstances.
As the bus driver navigates around the man ONE looks back
down and sees a large drop of BLOOD on the cell phone
screen. A look of momentary confusion crosses ONE's face.
Then ONE runs the back of their hand against their nose
and comes away with a smear of blood.
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ONE looks around somewhat embarrassedly, finding an old
tissue in a coat pocket and pushing it up into their
nose.
A VOICE comes from the left of ONE.
VOICE
You are boxer?
ONE turns and sees an AGED BLACK MAN sitting in the
handicap section facing ONE.
ONE
What? Uh, no. Just, uh...
AGED BLACK MAN
I used to be a boxer. Some days seemed
like it weren't never gonna stop.
Off ONE's confused look, the man motions to ONE's nose.
AGED BLACK MAN (CONT’D)
But it always did. Then one day I just
stopped. Boxing. Figured there weren't
nothing worth fighting for no more.
The Aged Black Man looks down at his cracked and swollen
hands. He speaks still looking down.
AGED BLACK MAN (CONT’D)
Tip your head back. And press on that
spot on your gums above your front teeth.
That's the trick.
ONE turns away from the man and sees the first light of
dawn stretching across the valley. ONE tilts their head
back.
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